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Personal profile  
   
Education
2014 - 2016  Ecav, Art in Public Sphere,  Sierre, Switzerland (MFA)
2011 - 2012  Homeworks Space program, Beirut, Lebanon (Independent Study program) 
2007 - 2011  Bezalel Academy, Fine Arts program, Jerusalem, Palestine (BFA)
2004 - 2006  American University, Law Department, Jenin, Palestine (BA) 
     
Awards
2016 Emerging Voices Award, among three finals, FT, New York
2014 YAYA (Young Artist of the Year Award) second prize, Palestine 
2011 Honer Degree, Bezalel Academy (BA), Jerusalem, Palestine 
2010 YAYA (Young Artist of the Year Award) Finalist 
Joint Exhibitions 
2017 Off -Biennial, Gaudiopolis 2017, Budapest, Curated by Eszter Szakacs and Lara Khaldi
2017 Sharjah Biennial 13, Act 2, Beirut, Curated by Christine Thome 
2017 Sharjah Biennial 13, Off-Site Ramallah, Shifting Ground, Curated by Lara Khaldi 
2017 Sharjah Biennial 13, Tamawoj, Sharjah,  Curated by Christine Thome
2017 As If I have never been here before, KSCC, Ramallah, Curated by Lara Khaldi (Solo show)
2016 Palestine In and Out, French Institute, Ramallah 
2016 TankSatation, Enschede, curated by Iman el-Saied
2016 Chapter 31, P21 Gallery, London, curated by Sarah collective 
2016 Stenographer, Al-Hoash Gallery, curated by Alia Rayyan 
2016 Intermolecular Spaces, Kunsthal Nord, curated by Henrik Broch-Lips 
2016 Master Exhibition, Ecav, Sierre, Switzerland, Curated by Barnaby Drabble 
2016 The Gift, Al-Ma›mal Foundation, Jerusalem - Palestine 
2016 Suspended accounts, Mosaic Room, London, Curated by Viviana Checha
2015 Milan expo, Screening, Rome, Curated by Mirna Bamieh and Bashar Alhroub
2015 Salt and water, Or Gallery, Vancouver, Canada, Curated by Margaret Stern 
2015 Master exhibition, Ecav, Sierre, Switzerland, Curated by Robert Ireland 
2015 Master exhibition, Ecav, Cerbere, France, Curated by Jerome Leube  
2015 Master exhibition, Ecav, Sierre, Switzerland, Curated by Barnaby Drabble
2014 Instant video, Marseille, France, Curated by Naïk Msili
2014 Cairo Video Festival, Medrar, Cairo, Egypt 
2014 YAYA exhibition, Al-Qattan foundation, Ramallah, Palestine, Curated by Viviana Checchia
2014 Jerusalem show, Al-Ma›mal foundation, Jerusalem, Palestine, Curated by Basak Senova
2014 A fish, a wish and a life untold, Al-Sakakini, Ramallah, Palestine, Curated by Rula Khoury (solo)
2014 Eye on Palestine, Public Spaces, Brussels, Curated by Reem Shilleh and Lara Khaledi (group show) 
2014 Seen Festival, Public spaces, Ramallah, Palestine, Curated by Reem Sheleh and Lara Khaldi
2013 Al Sakakini Cultural Center, Ramallah, Palestine, Curated by Nissreen Najjar 
2013 Identities in the world, Tokyo Wonder Site, Tokyo, Japan 
2013 Seemingly more intimate, Cite Internationale Des Arts, Paris, France 
2012 Al Sakakini Cultural Center, Ramallah, Palestine  
2012 Homeworks space, Ashkal Alwan, Beirut, Lebanon 
2012 Al Sakakini Cultural Center, Ramallah, Palestine
2011 BA Graduation Exhibition, Bezalel Academy, Jerusalem, Palestine 
2011 Al Sakakini Cultural Center, Ramallah, Palestine 
2010 YAYA exhibtion, Al-Qattan foundation, Ramallah, Palestine
  
Residencies and Grants 
2015 Chitta Delart, residency, Biella, Italy (one week seminar)
2013 Cite Internationale des arts, residency and grant, Paris, France (four months)
2012 Tokyo Wonder Site, residency and grant, Tokyo, Japan (3 months) 
2011 Homeworks space program, Beirut, Lebanon (1 Year) 
Employment 
Writer at Rassif 22, an online magazine, Beirut-Lebanon (2012-2014)
Teacher at Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design, Jerusalem (2014 and 2017) 
Children Workshop, Al-Sakakini Cultural Center - Ramallah (2010)
Children workshop, Bezalel Academy of art and design, Jerusalem  (2008-2010)  
Children’s Summer Art Camp, Silwan, Jerusalem (2009-2011)
Photography workshop, Almelawei School, Jerusalem (2010) 




The Earth Doesn’t Tell it’s Secrets” His Father once Said“
 Novel as form of an artwork
publisher : Sharjah Art Foundation
English
 2017
‘The Earth Doesn’t tell its Secrets’ - His father once said, Noor Abuarafeh’s Sharjah Biennial 13 
artist project in the form of a novel, revolves around the narrator’s fascination with the myth of 
Palestine’s first Museum. This so-called museum has assumed different forms throughout the 
years - a collection with no space, a temporary room that would hold a single artwork, a museum 
conceived as an artwork and a museum building with no collection. Each attempt to visit such a 
museum ends in failure and each proposal seems to float between fact and fiction. This fascination 
with the myth of “the first museum” ends to be a fascination with the rumor itself and its ability 
to generate and change from itself. 
The collections described in ‘The Earth Doesn’t Tell Its Secrets - His father once said’ are shaped 
by the artist’s meddling with those she found as well as the creation of new ones inspired by 
subjective impressions and flights of fancy. 
Cover of  The English version :The Earth Doesnt tell its secrets: «His Father Once Said» Detail of the English version that exist in the Arabic version :The Earth Doesnt tell its secrets: «His Father Once Said» 
Detail of the English version that exist in the Arabic version : The Earth Doesnt tell its secrets: «His Father Once Said» 
Detail of the Arabic version that exist in the English version :The Earth Doesnt tell its secrets: «His Father Once Said» Cover of  The Arabic version : The Earth Doesnt tell its secrets: «His Father Once Said» 
Detail of the Arabic version that exist in the English version : The Earth Doesnt tell its secrets: «His Father Once Said» 
Detail of the Arabic version that exist in the English version : The Earth Doesnt tell its secrets: «His Father Once Said» 
Documentation of the Performance: The Last Museum: Museum of Museums
 The Last Museum: Museum of Museums“
Performance 
30 Mins 
In This Performance, I propose that museums will become obsolete in the near 
fututre. The Museum of Museums will be the last standing mounument dedicated to 
preserving and documenting the existence of museums  
A slide from the Performance: The Last Museum: Museum of Museums





The one channel video is based on a diary written by Hassan Murtada. After a 
23 year interval, Murtada writes in his diary again for the first time. The entry 
is prompted by Hassan’s encounter with himself among a crowd in one of the 
paintings installed on a wall of a museum. After he immigrated, he no longer 
felt nostalgia for his past, and he did not take any photographs of himself, 
which compelled him to doubt his own memory: might it be a forged memory 
since it lacks material evidence to prove it?
The work examines the relationship between memory and trauma, immate-
riality and archive. Through the narrative, sound and the black screen, the 
video attempts to generate immaterial visuals of the events that Hassan has 
encountered.
Documentation of the Instillation: As If I have never been in this place before
Research Room Documentation of the Instillation: As If I have never been in this place before
Publishing House 
Re-Write Hi/story: Act 1
Noor Abuarafeh in collaboration with Malene Nors Tardrup 
Memory is said to be subjective. How do we reconstruct memory? Is the memory a fusion of the past and the present - perhaps mixed with a 
wish for the future?
With this project, Publishing House: Rewrite History, we attempt to connect the elements of visual imaginary images of a place, dismantling it and 
reconnecting it into a physical visual image. In their imagination, immigrants usually have a representation of an image of their homeland or an 
image of a forbidden space.
After the three-day workshop, Malene and Noor thought of the possibility of making the outcome collective and personal at the same time. They 
mixed all the collages together into one giant collage and printed it on magnets and cut into pieces. In this way the spectators, whether they were 
part of the process or not, can choose to re-organize or take away their favorite piece until the image has disappeared.
The house that Act 1 took place in: Publishing House 
Act 1: Publishing House 
Publishing House 
Re-Write Hi/story: Act 2 
Noor Abuarafeh in collaboration with Malene Nors Tardrup 
Act 2: Publishing House 
Detail of Act 2: Publishing House Act 2: Publishing House 
Act 2: Publishing House 
Observational Desire on Memory That Remains 
2014
Video installation, Drawings 
Link of the video: https://vimeo.com/116973160
The work is an attempt to create an imaginary archive of the art history in Palestine, 
the history of art significantly predates the presence of art institutions themselves in 
Palestine: there is a big gap that isn’t documented. Imagination is my own solution 
to recovering and rewriting the archive. The narration that depends on this singular 
point of view is discussed by Michel Foucault in his written lectures regarding the 
term"Parrhesia”:Free speech. 
Creating the imaginary archive of the art history of Palestine is embarked upon by 
generating fictional events Documents and narratives that depend on oral history: 
a series of interviews which I conducted. It started from a group photograph of 
Palestinian artists at Hakawati theater, 1985; and which questions 'truth telling' as 
an activity, as well as its relation to writing the history. By examining the borders 
between truth and the act of writing history - story telling as the truth - it also 
questions what remains the work of collective memory and which is not recognized 
as written history. Since the history of the Palestinian art archive is much older than 
the art. 
Screen shoot from the Film: Observational Desire on Memory that Remains   Documentation of the Film: Observational Desire on Memory that Remains   at Kunsthall Nord, Aalborg, Denmark 
Documentation of the Installation: Observational Desire on Memory that Remains at Al-Qattan Foundation, Ramallah - Palestine Documentation of the Installation: Observational Desire on Memory that Remains at Al-Qattan Foundation, Ramallah - Palestine 
Screen shoot from the Film: Observational Desire on Memory that Remains   Screen shoot from the Film: Observational Desire on Memory that Remains   
Screenshots of the film: Observational Desire on Memory that Remains   
Screenshots and research materials of the film: Observational Desire on Memory that Remains   





In 1929 a public event was held in Palestine regarding proposals for creating a flag for Palestine, the editor 
of the popular newspaper "Filastin" sent an invitation to the readers to send their proposals of the flag.  All 
the letters the editor received were a description of the flag and no one of them was actually drawn, he had 
to make the sketches himself by the descriptions he received.
the work attempt to examen the relation between the description and the images that mind caritas in addition 
to the meaning that can be related to each element/color.  and the relation of the individual vision of creating 
identity, and how it works in the frame work of collectivity.
the narrative is based on a real archive and an imaginary one, in order to create different narratives related 
to this event
Documentation of the installation: 11 letters recived by the editor . at Kunsthall Nord, Aalborg, Denmark 
Documentation of the installation: 11 letters recived by the editor . at Kunsthall Nord, Aalborg, Denmark 
Artist as A Historian, Historian as an artist 
Double book 
2016 
‘Artist as A Historian, Historian as an artist’ is a double book, a book that contains two different books that deals on the same subject, the book 
attempts to search in the method that historians and artists used while doing their research and digging in historical events,  the first book 
explores building an archive of a historical events that lacks evidences, it shows the way of filling the gaps by depending on oral history, that is 
based on interviews and witnesses. The second book contains all the interviews with different people who have witnessed a historical event. 
First Side of the book: The Artist as Historian, Historian as Artist as Historian Second Side of the book: A Short Trip in a Bluce Biscuit Box in my Grandfather’s House 
     
A Novel Tour - Anonymous Death 
French Spanish Borders 
Cerber - Portbou 
Performance 
2015
This work was done on the border way 
between Cerbere (french part) to Port-
Bou (Spanish part) crossing the way from 
France to Spain following the footsteps of 
the Jewish thinker Walter Benjamin, visiting 
the places he spent his last hours in.  
The masteries death of Walter Benjamin 
created many different narratives, rumors 
and stories regarding his death, whether he 
committed suicide or someone forced him 
to kill himself. 
The tour created a new narrative that can 
be convince as the other one, the prove of 
my narrative was be visiting the places as 
a clue, interring into details that the clue 
gives. 
The way I see this work is like a dream, 
as fragments where we go from a place to 
another, and there isn›t a sharp distinction 
between real and fiction.
Documentation of the Eviedences: A Novel Tour: An annoyomous death
Documentation of the Performance: A Novel Tour: An annoyomous death
A state close to death than it is to life
Noor For Sugino Mana
Dried fish
2012
Sogo and Noor takes the writing of Franz 
Fanon as a starting point for this work; 
Fanon discusses the relationship between 
the colonizer and the colonized and how 
each imagines the other. It is part of a 
longer project that is related to Fanon‟s 
Wretched of the Earth where in the chapter 
of violence he describes the colonized 
fighter as living and dead simultaneously, 
as the moment of their death is contingent 
on luck and time. The „living dead‟ is 
also a Lacanian terms a characterization 
of the unrepresentable real, that comes 
back and haunts society. This work is very 
much about the impossibility/possibility 
of the containment of the binary in the 
same body. The work performs this state 
by playing with resurrection. Animating 
again the inanimate. The work also 
borrows visual aesthetics from everyday 
life in Japan; where dried fish is a daily 
commodity and other forms of binary forms 
are popular such as sumo fighting.

Directions for an intimate solutions or seems more intimate
Video instillation
Link of the video: https://vimeo.com/72069147
 2013
Historically the term voyeur was used as a description of anyone who views the intimate lives of others. This term is specifically used regarding reality 
television and other media which allow people to view the personal lives of others.  In today’s society the concept of voyeurism has evolved, especially 
in popular culture.  The concept behind “reality TV” is to allow unscripted social interaction with limited outside interference or influence.
Showing this video as part of an instillation in a café has to do with the café as a place of watching, as much as cinema but with unscripted scenes.
In this experimental video Noor used her personal family archive , and other related belongings, the video deals with the borders of public and private, 
personal and general,  individual and collective.
Screen shoot from the Film: Directions for an intimate solutions or seems more intimate 
Screen shoot from the Film: Directions for an intimate solutions or seems more intimate 
